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Abstract 

 

We used Chinese prenominal relative clauses (RCs) to test the predictions of two 

competing accounts of sentence comprehension difficulty: the experience-based 

account of Levy (2008) and the Dependency Locality Theory (DLT, Gibson 2000). 

Given that in Chinese RCs, a classifier and/or a passive marker BEI can be added to 

sentence-initial position, we manipulated the presence/absence of classifiers and the 

presence/absence of BEI, such that BEI sentences were passivized subject-extracted 

RCs, and no-BEI sentences were standard object-extracted RCs. We conducted two 

self-paced reading experiments, using the same critical stimuli but somewhat different 

filler items. Reading time patterns from both experiments showed facilitative effects 

of BEI within and beyond RC regions, and delayed facilitative effects of classifiers, 

suggesting that cues that occur before a clear signal of an upcoming RC can help 

Chinese comprehenders to anticipate RC structures. The data patterns are not 

predicted by the DLT, but are consistent with the predictions of experience-based 

theories. 
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Abstract 

 

We used Chinese prenominal relative clauses (RCs) to test the predictions of two 

competing accounts of sentence comprehension difficulty: the experience-based 

account of Levy (2008) and the Dependency Locality Theory (DLT, Gibson 2000). 

Given that in Chinese RCs, a classifier and/or a passive marker BEI can be added to 

sentence-initial position, we manipulated the presence/absence of classifiers and the 

presence/absence of BEI, such that BEI sentences were passivized subject-extracted 

RCs, and no-BEI sentences were standard object-extracted RCs. We conducted two 

self-paced reading experiments, using the same critical stimuli but somewhat different 

filler items. Reading time patterns from both experiments showed facilitative effects 

of BEI within and beyond RC regions, and delayed facilitative effects of classifiers, 

suggesting that cues that occur before a clear signal of an upcoming RC can help 

Chinese comprehenders to anticipate RC structures. The data patterns are not 

predicted by the DLT, but are consistent with the predictions of experience-based 

theories. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years the field of psycholinguistics has seen a growing interest in 

relative clause (RC) processing, because the complexity of RC structures provides a 

good test case to examine factors affecting processing difficulty within and across 

languages, and to evaluate theories of sentence comprehension. To process an RC 

structure (e.g., “the reporteri [that the stone hit ti]”), a comprehender needs to 

recognize the beginning of the RC (i.e., the RC boundary, as marked by the relativizer 

‘that’), and establish a relationship between the head noun (‘the reporter’, also called 

the ‘filler’) and the empty nominal within the RC (the gap) over a distance, thereby 

completing the filler-gap dependency (e.g., Clifton & Frazier, 1989; Frazier & 

d'Arcais, 1989). Researchers have not yet reached a consensus regarding how the 

human processor — subject to limited memory resources — arrives at the target RC 

structure quickly and efficiently (e.g., Gibson, 1998, 2000; Levy & Keller, 2013; 

Konieczny, 2000; MacDonald, 2013; Staub & Clifton, 2006; Vasishth & Lewis, 

2006). 

 Recent work on RC processing has been guided by two general approaches: 

working memory-based theories and experience-based theories, both of which have a 

number of variants (for detailed discussions, see Gibson & Wu, 2013; Levy & Keller, 

2013; Levy, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2013). Directly related to our work on Chinese RC 

processing, we focus on one influential version of the working memory-based 

approach, namely Gibson’s (1998, 2000) Dependency Locality Theory (DLT), 

because the predictions of this particular theory have been tested with Chinese RCs in 
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the past decade (Hsiao & Gibson, 2003; Gibson & Wu, 2013).   

According to the DLT, human parsing systems consume working memory 

resources in the process of keeping track of syntactic heads over a linear distance 

between the head and its dependents. Memory costs are calculated in terms of two 

kinds of processes1: (i) the storage cost (measured in Memory Units) of maintaining 

syntactic heads required to complete a phrase-structural dependency, and (ii) the 

integration cost (measured in Energy Units) of integrating a current word into an 

existing structure. Thus, the storage-cost component of DLT predicts that the higher 

the number of predicted syntactic heads stored in working memory, the greater the 

computational difficulty; the integration-cost component of DLT predicts that the 

longer the linear distance between a head (e.g., a filler) and its dependent (e.g., a gap) 

in terms of intervening discourse referents (nouns and verbs), the greater the 

integration cost. 

In contrast, for experience-based theories in general, the key predictor for 

processing difficulties is comprehenders’ experience (familiarity) with structures or 

comprehenders’ ability to predict likely structures to occur in a particular context. 

There are several theories that can be grouped under the label of ‘experience-based’ 

theories, including the word-order frequency theory (Bever, 1970; MacDonald & 

Christiansen, 2002), the Production-Distribution-Comprehension account (Gennari & 

MacDonald, 2008; MacDonald, 2013), surprisal/expectation (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008), 

                                                        
1 Different versions of DLT differ somewhat in how they define the processes involved in sentence 

comprehension: one variant suggests (i) storage costs and (ii) retrieval/integration costs, without 

distinguishing retrieval and integration costs (e.g., Gibson & Wu, 2013); another variant suggests (i) 

storage and retrieval costs and (ii) integration costs (e.g., Levy, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2013). Overall, 

the cognitive resources involved in maintenance, retrieval, and integration of stored-element 

representations are limited. We focus on the version presented in Gibson (2000).   
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and entropy-reduction accounts (Hale, 2003). In word-order frequency theories, 

surface orderings of word categories in the input that occur more frequently or 

resemble the canonical word order in a language should be easier to process. Note, 

however, that word-order frequency theories do not make precise predictions about 

where in the sentence the processing difficulties occur. Theories based on surprisal 

(Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008) or entropy-reduction (Hale, 2003, 2006) propose that 

comprehenders formulate and update conditional probabilities of upcoming input 

based on various structural features of the words already seen. While surprisal can be 

quantified using corpora or sentence completion data (e.g., Levy & Keller, 2013), it is 

not always easy to know the precise predictions they make due to the limited 

existence of corpora that faithfully represent the correct structural patterns within and 

across languages (See Levy 2003 for evaluations of Chinese Treebank corpus’ coding 

procedure). Furthermore, sometimes the target structure under discussion might not be 

easily found in certain genres of corpora.  

Both the DLT and experience-based theories are supported by prior work. For the 

DLT, substantial evidence has been obtained for its integration-cost metric in various 

structures in English: Adding more intervening discourse referents makes processing 

more difficult in regions where dependencies are integrated (see Gibson 1998 for an 

overview) – a robust phenomenon commonly known as the locality effect. However, 

increasing evidence also indicates that adding a preverbal dependent facilitates, rather 

than hinders, processing at the clause-final verb in head-final German (Konieczny 

2000), Hindi (Vasishth & Lewis, 2006), and Japanese (Nakatani & Gibson, 2008). 
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Such evidence against locality has been used to argue for the expectation-based 

account of Levy (2008), a variant of the experience-based theories. Recent work has 

also shown evidence for both locality effects and expectation effects in English 

(Demberg & Keller, 2008; Jaeger, Fedorenko, Hofmeister, & Gibson, 2008; Staub, 

2010), German (Vasishth & Drenhaus 2011, Levy & Keller, 2013), Persian (Safavi, 

Husain & Vasishth, 2016), Hindi (Husain, Vasishth & Srinivasan 2014, 2015), and 

Russian (Levy, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2013). 

Existing work on head-final RCs in Chinese has shown mixed results, with some 

favoring DLT’s storage-cost metric (Hsiao & Gibson, 2003) or integration-cost metric 

(B. Lin & Garnsey, 2010; Gibson & Wu, 2013), and others arguing against DLT (C. 

Lin & Bever, 2011; Chen & Vasishth, 2010; Jäger, Chen, Li, Lin, & Vasishth, 2015; 

Vasishth, Chen, Li, & Kuo, 2013). It is worth noting that most studies on Chinese RC 

processing focused on testing DLT’s integration-cost metric at the head noun, and did 

not directly test the storage-cost metric. One reason could be the word order 

difference, that is, verb-noun (VN) order in subject-extracted RCs and noun-verb (NV) 

order in object-extracted RCs. Due to this fact, the two-word RC region was usually 

treated as one single segment. Interestingly, in their earliest work on Chinese RCs, 

Hsiao & Gibson (2003, p.14) only found evidence for DLT’s storage-cost metric, not 

the integration-cost metric, suggesting that it is empirically possible to distinguish 

these two cognitive processes involved in sentence parsing. 

 Because (i) few studies contrast DLT’s storage-cost metric with experience-based 

theories, and (ii) evidence from Chinese RCs is still mixed, the present study aims to 
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fill these gaps by exploring the predictions of these two theories for RCs in Chinese. 

Chinese provides an interesting test case because it has mixed word order (Huang 

1982). It unusually combines SVO word order with noun-final properties (Dryer, 

1992), making RC-recognition a relatively delayed process compared with 

head-initial RCs in English where the head noun occurs prior to the RC (Hawkins, 

2003, p.145). Consider an object-extracted RC in Chinese in (1).  

 

(1) Object-extracted RC (ORC) 

[RC shikuai2  zazhong ti   de ]  jizhei 

   stone    hit     ti  DE  reporteri 

‘the reporter that the stone hit _’ 

 

Prior to the adnominal DE, the initial NV (‘stone hit’) is temporarily ambiguous 

between a simple main-clause parse and an RC parse. The next available adnominal 

DE, unlike the relativizer ‘that’ in an English RC whose presence clearly marks a 

clausal boundary, might not be a reliable signal for an upcoming RC, because (i) it 

occurs at the right edge of the RC, immediately before the RC head (jizhe ‘reporter’), 

and (ii) it is homophonic, also occurring in possessive, attributive and 

noun-complement structures, in addition to restrictive RCs (Li & Thompson, 1981; 

Simpson, 1999). Thus, it is not until the disambiguating head noun is seen that the 

                                                        
2 Here the RC-internal noun ‘stone’ has the thematic role of ‘instrument’ rather than ‘agent’, and the underlying 

structure of this sentence is ‘[RC (pro) [with] stone hit ] reporter’, meaning ‘the reporter whomi [someone used a 

stone to hit t i]’. In somewhat simplified version, here we treat the instrument ‘stone’ as an atypical agent taking the 

grammatical subject position.  
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ultimate gapped-RC structure can be built. 

Taking advantage of the head-final nature of the Chinese RC construction, we can 

create a situation where constituents that are part of an RC structure are added to the 

leftmost edge of RC, which allows us to compare the predictions made by the DLT 

and experience-based theories. Specifically, we use a clause-initial demonstrative 

classifier and/or the passive marker BEI. 

Demonstrative classifiers. In Chinese, a classifier is grammatically required for 

any noun that has a demonstrative (Dem) (Huang, 1982; Li & Thompson, 1981; Li, 

1998), and it must be semantically congruent with the host noun. If we add a 

demonstrative and a human-denoting classifier wei to the left edge of the 

object-extracted RC (1), as in (2), it is possible that the comprehender may use the 

incongruence/mismatch between the classifier and the local inanimate noun (‘stone’) 

to anticipate that a congruent/matching noun will come up later on, and thus start to 

expect an RC. Note that as marked in (2), an additional classifier-(head)noun 

dependency needs to be completed at the head noun, in addition to the filler-gap 

dependency that is commonly present in (1-2). 

 

(2) object-extracted RC (ORC) with a clause-initial Dem-Cl  

na-wei        [RC shikuai  zazhong ti   de ]  jizhei 

that-CLhuman/*stone   stone    hit    ti  DE   reporteri 

‘the reporter who the stone hit _’ 
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Passive marker BEI. If we add the passive marker BEI to the left edge of (1), as in 

(3), it is very likely that a comprehender will expect an RC. Due to Chinese grammar, 

the presence of BEI minimally requires a verb (e.g., zazhong ‘hit’), an optional agent 

or (in this case) instrument (e.g., shikuai ‘stone’), and — crucially — an obligatory 

patient (jizhe ‘reporter’) in order to complete a passive event, forming the so-called 

‘BEI construction’3. Thus, the obligatory presence of a patient noun in a typical 

passive structure, together with the presence of the adnominal DE, would lead a 

Chinese comprehender to expect an upcoming patient noun, which must be the head 

of an RC structure. 

According to syntactic analyses of Chinese passives (Huang, Li, & Li, 2009), the 

head noun ‘reporter’ receives a patient role in its post-verbal base position, but raises 

to the subject position of the BEI-marked RC clause (the reporter was hit). Therefore, 

we treat RCs with BEI (ex.3) as involving subject-extraction. Compared with the 

standard RC structure, the passivized SRC is more complex due to more intervening 

heads between the gap-filler dependency, which, by the DLT, would entail more 

processing difficulties.  

(3) Passive subject-extracted RC (SRC) with a clause-initial BEI 

[RC ti bei   shikuai  zazhong   de ]  jizhei 

ti BEI  stone    hit       DE  reporteri 

‘the reporter who _ was hit by the stone’ 

                                                        
3 Given that Chinese is a pro-drop language (Li and Thompson, 1981), it is also possible for a Chinese 

comprehender to posit a null subject immediately upon encountering the sentence-initial BEI, linking the 

obligatory patient noun of the BEI construction to this null subject (i.e., ‘(pro) was hit by a stone’). But without 

discourse context that licenses an omissible subject, this main-clause reading would have to be discarded as more 

input comes in, specifically, as soon as the adnominal DE is seen. 
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BEI and Classifier. If we add both a mismatching classifier and the passive 

marker BEI to the left edge of (1)4, as in (4), it is highly likely that a comprehender 

will start to expect an RC immediately upon encountering BEI. This is because in the 

Chinese BEI construction, the presence of a patient undergoing or experiencing the 

passive event is obligatory, and the optional noun following BEI, when present, has to 

be interpreted as the agent/instrument of an action. Thus, the Chinese comprehender 

may use the passive marker BEI, together with the preceding classifier wei whose 

presence entails a human (head) noun yet to come, to construct an RC structure, 

which is the only possible continuation to end the sentence. 

 

(4)  Passive subject-extracted RC (SRC) with clausal-initial Dem-Cl and BEI 

nei-wei        [RC ti bei   shikuai  zazhong   de ]  jizhei 

that-CLhuman/*stone   ti BEI  stone    hit       DE  reporteri 

‘the reporter who _ was hit by the stone’ 

 

From the perspective of experience-based theories, the presence of the 

demonstrative-classifier sequence (Dem-Cl) in (2) and/or the presence of BEI in (3-4) 

are likely to help comprehenders not to entertain a main-clause misparse prior to DE, 

but to expect an RC. In contrast, according to the DLT, these clause-initial cues 

                                                        
4 It is possible to have a classifier after BEI, but this continuation is ruled out because it will ultimately result in a 

double-embedded RC structure, as in BEI na-wei shikuai zazhong de jizhe dale de ren ‘the person who is hit by the 

reporter who is hit by the stone’, which is too complex to be naturally produced or comprehended by Chinese 

speakers.  
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potentially increase storage costs and integration costs over long-distance attachments 

between heads and their dependents, including (i) classifiers and their matching 

(head-)nouns as in (2 & 4), and (ii) gaps and their fillers as in the BEI sentences (ex. 

(3 & 4)) where the filler-gap dependency is longer than that in no-BEI sentences (ex. 

(1-2)). In this paper, we assess the predictions made by the DLT and by 

experience-based theories in two self-paced reading experiments. Before going into 

the experimental details, we first present an overview of existing work on the role of 

the classifier and the passive marker BEI in Chinese RC processing. 

 

2. Existing work on Chinese RC processing 

 Existing processing work investigating the role of classifiers in Chinese has 

mostly involved object-extracted RCs where classifiers are adjacent to local 

RC-subjects but distant from their hosting heads (Hsu, Phillips, & Yoshida, 2005; Hsu, 

Hurewitz, & Phillips, 2006; Wu, Haskell, & Andersen, 2006; Wu, Luo, & Zhou, 2014). 

These studies compared a classifier-mismatch condition with a classifier-match 

condition, by manipulating the semantic (in)congruity between a preceding classifier 

and its local noun. The logic is that if classifiers can serve as a cue for the hosting 

RC-head, then parsing will be facilitated at the head noun in the classifier-mismatch 

condition relative to the classifier-match condition.  

However, the results from existing studies in Chinese are rather mixed. When 

sentences were presented in isolation, no processing facilitation was found at the head 

noun; rather, a long-lasting slowdown at the embedded noun was incurred by 
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mismatching classifiers compared with matching classifiers (Hsu et al., 2005). When 

preceded by RC-facilitative discourse contexts in which the presence of two referents 

rendered an RC necessary, some self-paced reading studies found facilitative effects at 

the head (Hsu et al., 2006; Hsu 2006), while other visual-world eye tracking studies 

showed that comprehenders were able to use mismatching classifiers to prevent 

garden-pathing on a direct-object parse, but needed time to decide upon the correct 

RC parse (Wu et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2014).  

Regarding the role of the passive marker BEI in RCs, the few studies that have 

explored its effects appear to support experience-based theories. In a self-paced 

reading study, Kuo and Vasishth (2006) showed that adding a sentence-initial passive 

marker BEI to object-extracted RCs yielded numerically faster reading times than 

ORCs without BEI. The results, though statistically marginal, are inconsistent with 

the predictions of the storage-cost metric of the DLT. 

Furthermore, in a visual-world eye tracking study, Wu et al. (2014) found that the 

co-presence of a mismatching classifier and BEI in object-modifying RCs not only 

prevented comprehenders from garden-pathing, but also successfully helped them to 

fixate at the target picture at the earliest possible time. This suggests that, contrary to 

what the DLT would predict, the presence of two pre-RC cues greatly facilitated RC 

expectations.   

In sum, while existing evidence suggests that the passive marker BEI in 

conjunction with a preceding classifier might pre-activate the RC structure, the 

question remains whether BEI or classifiers alone facilitate RC processing. It is worth 
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noting that prior research on the role of pre-RC classifiers has almost exclusively used 

stimuli with classifiers, comparing classifier-match and classifier-mismatch 

conditions. Thus, more work is needed to investigate whether adding a classifier to an 

otherwise bare RC may impede or facilitate recognition of an RC head.   

 

3. Goals and predictions   

The main goal of our study is to test the predictions made by the DLT and 

experience-based theories of sentence processing. We manipulated (i) Classifier 

(absent or present) and (ii) BEI (absent or present), yielding four conditions: 

no-Classifier, no-BEI (5a), Classifier, no-BEI (5b), no-Classifier, BEI (5c), and 

Classifier, BEI (5d). In the Classifier conditions (5b & 5d), the classifier (wei) 

globally matches the head noun (jizhe ‘the reporter’), but locally mismatches the 

embedded noun (shikuai ‘the stone’).5 In our design, only person-denoting classifiers 

wei and ming were used, to keep the head nouns animate.   

 

(5) a. no-CL, no-BEI 

[shikuai zazhong ti de]  jizhei  aosangde   huangu    sizhou. 

stone  hit       DE  reporter distressfully look-about surroundings 

‘The reporter that the stone hit _ looked about his surroundings in distress.’ 

                                                        
5 Here we used a special ‘reversed’ animacy configuration that is non-canonical for all four conditions. The ORCs 

(5a-b) in our stimuli were always headed by human referents, against the findings from Chinese corpora showing 

that head nouns of object-extracted RCs prefer to be inanimate (Wu et al., 2012; Hsiao & MacDonald, 2013). 

While head nouns of subject-extracted RCs do not show particular preference for animacy (Wu et al., 2012), the 

passive structure typically requires a human agent (Li & Thompson, 1981), whereas the passive SRCs (5c-d) in our 

stimuli consistently contained a non-canonical ‘agent’, or more precisely an ‘instrument’. Thus, we do not think 

the reversed animacy configuration would put the standard ORCs (5a-b) at a processing disadvantage, because any 

such processing disadvantage, if present, would be offset by the non-canonical usage of ‘instrument’ in the passive 

SRCs (5c-d).    
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b.  CL, no-BEI 

na-wei [ shikuai zazhong ti de] jizhei  aosangde  huangu    sizhou. 

that-CLhuman stone hit    DE reporter distressfully look-about surroundings 

‘The reporter that the stone hit _ cautiously looked about his surroundings in 

distress.’ 

c.  no-CL, BEI 

[ti bei shikuai zazhong de]  jizhei   aosangde   huangu   sizhou  

     BEI stone  hit     DE  reporter distressfully look-about surroundings 

‘The reporter that _ was hit by the stone looked about his surroundings in 

distress.’ 

d.  CL, BEI 

na-wei [ti  bei shikuai zazhong de] jizhei aosangde  huangu   sizhou  

that-CLhuman BEI stone hit DE reporter distressfully look-about surroundings 

‘The reporter that _ was hit by the stone looked about his surroundings in 

distress.’ 

 

A secondary goal of our study is to shed light on potential processing 

asymmetries between SRCs and ORCs. In our design, the basic word order is the 

same across conditions, but sentences without BEI contain ORCs, whereas sentences 

with BEI contain (passivized) SRCs6. Thus, comparing them can allow us to gain 

                                                        
6 Note however, there is no consensus in Chinese syntax community about whether BEI in these structures truly 

creates an SRC. Thus, it is not obvious that the BEI/ no-BEI contrast creates an ORC/SRC contrast. 
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insights into the debate between the processing ease of SRCs and ORCs (e.g., Hsiao 

& Gibson, 2003; Gibson & Wu, 2013; Lin & Bever, 2006, 2011; Lin, 2014; Kuo & 

Vasishth, 2006; Vasishth et al., 2013; Jäger et al., 2015).  

   We first consider the predictions of experience-based theories for our design, and 

then the predictions of the DLT. 

Experience-based theories 

 To derive the predictions of experience-based theories, we estimated the 

structural frequencies of different conditions from a news corpus and a 

sentence-completion test. From the Chinese Treebank 5.0 corpus (Palmer, Chiou, Xue, 

& Lee, 2005), we manually coded the RC-internal verbs, and extracted 331 transitive 

RCs (see Wu, Kaiser, & Andersen, 2011 for details). We found only 5 tokens of ORCs 

preceded by classifiers, none having the mismatch-match configuration (as in our CL, 

no-BEI condition, ex. (5b)) where a classifier is adjacent to an incongruent RC-subject 

and distant from a congruent RC-head (Wu, 2011). We found 51 tokens of passivized 

SRCs, accounting for 15% of the total transitive RCs, and 9 tokens of SRCs with both 

a classifier and a passive marker. Since the target structures are rare in the newswire 

corpus, it is difficult to estimate precise conditional probabilities at each word across 

conditions (cf. Jäger et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2013).  

 Interestingly, among the 5 tokens of ORCs identified in Wu (2011) that 

correspond to our example (5b), the local nouns are either dropped, or have an 

additional word intervening between the mismatching classifier and the local noun, 
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most probably to avoid possible incidence of grammatical disharmony7 triggered by a 

mismatch between a classifier and a local noun appearing next to each other. This 

suggests that the local classifier-noun mismatch present in the CL, no-BEI condition 

(5b) might be rare in Chinese comprehenders’ experience. Thus, encountering this 

kind of mismatching combination might induce a ‘mismatch penalty’ or lexical 

disruption8 during comprehension. 

Norming study: Given the difficulty of estimating the relevant probabilities based 

on corpora, we conducted a sentence-completion norming study, to test whether the 

sentence-initial cues can help native speakers of Chinese to anticipate an RC.  

Sentence fragments were truncated versions of the target RC sentences (5a-d), 

consisting of the words (presented in Chinese characters) prior to the adnominal DE, 

as in (6). Twenty-four sets in four versions were randomized with 24 filler items of 

comparable length. Ninety-three college students at Shanghai International Studies 

University (SISU) took this sentence-completion test for course credit. None of them 

participated in the self-paced reading experiments. 

 

(6) a. no-CL, no-BEI 

shikuai zazhong _____________________。 (stone hit ________________.)  

b. CL, no-BEI 

                                                        
7  This grammatical disharmony is more likely to be semantic than syntactic, because classifiers with 

local-mismatch, global-match configuration can be used by Chinese comprehenders to construct a syntactically 

sound structure, namely an ORC, as shown by behavioral (Hsu, 2004; Wu, Luo, & Zhou, 2014) and 

neurophysiological studies (Hsu, Tsai, Yang, & Chen, 2014; Wu, Sheng, & Zhou, 2014).    
8 We would like to note that experience-based theories might not be the only type of theory that makes the 

lexical-disruption prediction. However, what is crucial here is that experience-based theories clearly do make this 

prediction, whereas the DLT does not.  
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nawei shikuai zazhong ________________。(that-CLhuman stone hit ______.) 

c.  no-CL, BEI 

bei shikuai zazhong __________________。(BEI stone hit _____________.) 

d.  CL, BEI 

nawei bei shikuai zazhong ______________。(that-CLhuman BEI stone hit __.) 

   

We obtained a total of 2206 sentences (26 missing data points: 18 in the CL, 

no-BEI condition, 5 in the no-CL, BEI condition, and 3 in the CL, BEI condition). 

Continuations were classified into four structural types: 

(i) (gapped) RCs as the target structure;  

(ii) main clauses, where the provided fragments served as a clausal subject (7a), part 

of a simple sentence with either a dropped subject (7b) or an elided NP (7c), or 

part of a subordinate clause in a main clause (7d) ; 

(iii) NP-complement or adjunct RC, where continuations resembled the RC structure, 

but no gap can be identified within the clause, as in (8a-b);  

(iv) error continuations, where participants omitted an aspect marker or a comma9, or 

overlooked the local classifier-noun incongruity by producing an 

ungrammatical main-clause continuation — mostly in the CL, no-BEI 

condition (9a, cf. a similar error noted by Hsu (2006)), or neglected the 

compatibility of the classifier and RC head-noun by producing an 

                                                        
9 An example of error continuation due to omission of comma is given below. While this might count as a main 

clause continuation if a more lenient criterion were adopted, doing that would not affect the overall 

distribution/data patterns.  

* bei  shoulei zhashang  zhanshi tuidao   erxian 

    PASS grenade blow-hurt solider  retreat-to secondary line 
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ungrammatical RC — mostly in the CL, BEI condition (9b).  

 

(7)  a.  Clausal-subject continuation in the CL, no-BEI condition 

naming    shuifa  chengjie yuan shizong le. 

      that-CLhuman tax-law punish  staff disappear ASP 

‘The staff member of tax-law punishment disappeared. 

b.  Simple sentence with a dropped subject in the no-CL, BEI condition 

       bei   liuyan dihui    le  shengyu. 

      PASS rumor denigrate ASP reputation 

      ‘(someone)’s reputation was denigrated by rumors.  

c.  Simple sentence with NP-ellipsis in the CL, BEI condition 

       nawei     bei   dazibao          gongji de    hen  can. 

       that-CLhuman PASS big-character-poster attack Degree very badly 

     ‘That (person) was attacked by the big-character-poster very badly.’  

 d.  Part of subordinate clause in the no-CL, no-BEI condition 

  shitou zazhong hou, dangchang siwang. 

  stone hit      after, at-the-scene die 

  ‘(Someone) died right on the spot after the stone hit (him/her).’  

(8) a.  (gapless) NP-complement in the no-CL, BEI condition 

bei  bengdai baozha  de yangzi hen kexiao 

PASS bandage wrap  DE look  very funny 

‘The way of being wrapped up by bandage looks very funny.’ 
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   b. (gapless) Adjunct RC in the no-CL, no-BEI condition 

   wangzhan xuanchuan de fangshi shi duozhongduoyang de. 

internet   advocate  DE method IS various        SFP 

‘The methods with which the internet advocates are varied.  

(9)  a.  Error continuation in the CL, no-BEI condition  

    * naming     midian       gaofa  le  jianxi. 

that-CLhuman cipher-telegraph inform ASP traitor 

‘The cipher telegraph informed the traitor.’ 

b.  Error continuation in the CL, BEI condition 

* nawei      bei  shuicao chanrao de  yu  zhongyu baituo    le   

that-CLhuman PASS weed  entwine REL fish finally  break-away ASP  

shufu,  you  huode le  ziyou. 

    control, again gain ASP freedom 

 

Table 1 shows the number and percentage of each continuation type for the four 

types of fragments. We focus on the completion rate of the target RC structure. Of the 

total 558 completions in the no-CL, no-BEI condition (5a), only 22 (3.94%) were RCs, 

whereas 552 (98.92%) were main clauses. In contrast, RCs were the most likely 

structure that participants produced in the other three conditions: Out of 540 total 

completions in the CL, no-BEI condition, 347 (64.26%) were RCs; out of 553 total 

completions in the no-CL, BEI condition, 321 (58.05%) were RCs; and out of 550 

total completions in the CL, BEI condition, 526 (94.77%) were RCs. A generalized 
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linear mixed model with a binomial link function and crossed varying intercepts for 

subjects and items shows main effects of CL (z=20) and BEI (z=19) and a CLBEI 

interaction (z=-4); varying slopes were not fit as the model failed to converge. This 

suggests that prior to DE, two cues in the CL, BEI condition will unambiguously and 

strongly activate the RC structure; One cue will also highly activate the RC structure: 

the presence of a mismatching classifier alone (CL, no-BEI) triggered substantially 

more RC continuations than the bare condition (64.26% vs. 3.94%), and so did the 

presence of a passive marker BEI alone (no-CL, BEI: 58.05% vs. 3.94%). However, 

with only one cue, participants also produced 26.11% error structures in the CL, 

no-BEI condition, and 35.26% main-clause structures in the no-CL, BEI condition. It 

is worth noting that the errors in the CL, no-BEI condition are overwhelmingly cases 

where comprehenders ignored the classifier mismatch and made an ungrammatical 

main-clause continuation. This suggests that the comprehender might not be able to 

fully use the Classifier alone as the categorical cue to RC structure that a ‘competence 

grammar’ of Mandarin would license.  

----- Put Table 1 about here ------ 

Both the corpus data and sentence completion results presented above allow us to 

derive two predictions of experience-based accounts. The first relates to the local 

disruption that the classifier causes due to a mismatch with the RC-internal noun (e.g. 

‘stone’ in ex. (5b)). Given that a semantically congruent classifier-noun sequence 

forming a determiner phrase (DP) is very common in both written and spoken 

Chinese, and that our corpus data show the local classifier-noun mismatch 
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configuration in ORCs is virtually non-existent (Wu, 2011), we suggest that Chinese 

comprehenders might experience rather high surprisal 10  upon encountering the 

RC-internal noun in (5b), and this effect might spill over to the following regions 

given the nature of self-paced reading paradigm. This prediction is further supported 

by existing processing work showing that a mismatching classifier in a canonical 

ORC could induce rather severe lexical disruption, particularly when the RC modifies 

the sentential subject (Hsu, 2006). Given that our experimental stimuli all contain 

subject-modifying RCs, the experience-based theories would predict that the CL, 

no-BEI condition (5b) might incur processing difficulty at the RC-internal noun, 

compared with the bare no-CL, no-BEI condition (5a), which would yield little 

parsing difficulty with the initial NV… character strings conforming to the canonical 

SVO word order in Chinese.  

The second prediction relates to the anticipatory structure built at the relativizer 

DE and possibly subsequent spillover regions as a result of encountering the classifier 

and/or the passive cue BEI. The sentence completion data suggest that the conditional 

probability for Chinese comprehenders to anticipate an RC in these regions is highest 

in the presence of two cues (mismatching classifier and BEI), lowest in the condition 

with bare nouns, and at an intermediate level when only one cue is present. Thus, 

experience-based theories would predict that reading times at DE and/or the 

disambiguating head noun (or possibly in the combined region of DE + HeadNoun)  

                                                        
10 Strictly speaking, this prediction does not come directly from our off-line sentence completion data, because we 

presented both the Classifier and RC-internal noun as part of the preamble, and most participants either managed 

to use the local classifier-noun mismatch to construct the correct RC, or failed to detect the mismatch and 

produced a considerable rate of errors. 
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and beyond should be fastest in the CL, BEI condition (5d) and slowest in the no-CL, 

no-BEI condition (5a). The other two conditions (5b-c) are predicted to fall 

somewhere in between. 

DLT 

Table 2 shows the specific predictions of the DLT at each word, with words 

aligned by part of speech.  

----- Put Table 2 about here ------ 

Storage-cost metric: Consider the no-BEI conditions (i.e., ORCs, 5a-b) first. 

Assuming that the ultimate structure to be constructed is an RC (given the 

mismatching classifier cue, which, syntactically speaking, unambiguously marks the 

clausal boundary), then the presence of a classifier (5b) necessarily initiates the 

projection of a semantically congruent noun which is the head of the RC, whereas in 

the bare ORC (5a), no projection of a head NP is necessary until after the presence of 

DE11. Thus the storage-cost metric predicts that at the RC-internal noun and verb 

regions, the classifier-present condition (5b) is more difficult than the classifier-absent 

condition (5a).  

Turning now to the BEI conditions (i.e., passive SRCs, 5c-d), assuming that the 

ultimate structure to be constructed is an RC (given the sentence-initial BEI cue alone 

or in conjunction with the mismatching classifier cue), the storage-cost metric predicts 

no processing differences, regardless of whether there is one or two cues (See 

Introduction regarding the minimal syntactic projections required by the passive 

                                                        
11 It is possible that the head noun can be dropped altogether in a headless RC. Given that this possibility applies 

to all conditions, this option wouldn’t change the prediction of the storage-cost metric.  
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marker BEI).  

As mentioned earlier, in (5c) where no classifier is present, a simple passive 

matrix clause with a null patient is also possible at the instrument noun following BEI, 

as in (pro) bei shikuai zazhong ‘(pro) was hit by the stone12’. But this parse has to be 

revised at the next available adnominal DE and/or the head noun, which indicates that 

the correct parse is an RC. Given that the use of null arguments is necessarily licensed 

by particular properties of preceding discourse (Li & Thompson, 1981; Huang, 1982), 

but no discourse contexts are provided in our experiments, the RC analysis is highly 

probable, and is more plausible than a passive matrix clause, as confirmed by our 

norming data. Thus, it will be assumed here that the same number of heads is 

projected in (5c) as in (5d). In Table 2 for (5c), we list those heads projected for the 

RC analysis, and put in parenthesis the minimal (number of) heads required for a 

passive matrix clause prior to DE.        

In sum, the storage-cost metric predicts that at the RC-internal noun (shikuai 

‘stone’) and RC-verb regions (zazhong ‘hit’), the no-classifier, no-BEI condition (5a) 

should be easier than the other three conditions. Beginning from the adnominal DE 

and/or at the head noun where the ultimate parse is evidently an RC, there should be 

no parsing differences among the four conditions. 

 Integration-cost metric: According to Gibson (1998, p.8, p.14; 2000, p.102), 

integration costs are incremented by the number of new discourse referents (i.e., 

                                                        
12 As shown by our sentence-completion norming results, the percentage of such continuation is 35.26% (195 

tokens), which is less than the RC continuations (321 tokens, 58.05%). While the production rate of matrix clauses 

appears non-trivial, the DLT – assuming a ranked or fully parallel parser – would predict that the noCL, BEI 

Condition might be as difficult as, if not more difficult than, the CL, BEI Condition. But – preempting our results 

section – this prediction is again not borne out by our self-paced RT data  
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nouns and verb) that intervene between the head and its dependent. Applied to our 

experimental stimuli, we can identify two types of dependencies/attachments: (i) 

filler-gap dependencies; (ii) classifier-noun dependencies. In the case of filler-gap 

dependencies, two discourse referents (i.e., ‘hit’ and ‘reporter’) are intervening in the 

BEI sentences (5c-d), but not in the no-BEI sentences (5a-b), and the filler-gap 

dependency is linearly longer in the BEI sentences than the no-BEI sentences. In the 

case of classifier-noun dependencies, two discourse referents are intervening in the 

classifier-present conditions (5b, 5d), but not in the classifier-absent conditions (5a, 

5c). Taken together, the integration cost at the head noun will be highest in the CL, 

BEI condition (5d), lowest in the no-CL, no-BEI condition (5a), and intermediate in 

conditions with either a classifier (5b) or a BEI (5c).     

We summarize the predictions of the two theories in Table 3.  

----- Put Table 3 about here ------ 

To assess the contrasting predictions of the DLT and experience-based theories, 

we report two self-paced reading experiments that explored the processing 

consequences of one and/or two sentence-initial cues in Chinese RCs. To anticipate 

our findings, the results show that, contrary to what the DLT would predict, the 

presence of additional cues actually helps to pre-build RC structures, thus supporting 

experience-based theories.  

 

4. Experiment 1 

Methods 
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Participants 

Sixty native speakers of Mandarin Chinese from Fudan University participated in 

this experiment in exchange for Chinese RMB 15. Their mean age was 23 years.  

Materials and design 

The experiment manipulated (i) Classifier (absent vs. present) and (ii) BEI (absent 

vs. present), yielding four conditions as in (5). Our critical stimuli were adapted from 

the third experiment of Wu et al. (2012), where word frequency, the plausibility of the 

event, and the likelihood of the event (for reversed animacy configurations) were all 

controlled. The experiment contained twenty-four target items.   

In addition, forty-eight filler items were constructed. Half of those filler items 

superficially resembled object-extracted RCs up until the NV… part: twenty were 

gapless adjunct clauses expressing the reason, the manner, or the instrument of an 

action/event, and four were simple SVO sentences. In the other half of the filler items, 

8 were attributive clauses or pro-dropped possessives, both superficially resembling 

subject-extracted RCs up until the VO… part, 4 were subject-extracted RCs, and 12 

were BA subject-extracted RCs (see ex.10)13 which were intended to counter-balance 

the structural prominence of the passive marker BEI in the critical stimuli. 

Furthermore, half of the fillers contained a demonstrative-classifier sequence, 

corresponding to the occurrence of such a sequence in half of the target items. All 

experimental stimuli are provided in Supplementary Material File I, and filler items in 

Supplementary Material File II. 

                                                        
13  These twelve BA sentences contain the agent-markers ba, jiang, and ling, forming the so-called BA 

construction in which the noun following those markers is the patient and the noun preceding those markers is the 

agent. 
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(10) Example of a filler item: Subject-extracted RC with BA 

ti ba gouhuo shengqilai de na-ge   nanshengi  daizhe    yi-ding bangqiu mao 

  BA bonfire raise-up  DE that-CL boy-student wear-ASP one-CL baseball hat 

‘The boy who __ lit the bonfire was wearing a baseball hat.’ 

 

Procedure 

A word-by-word moving-window self-paced reading experiment was run on a PC 

laptop using Linger software developed by Doug Rohde. Participants read the 

sentences at their own speed, and then answered a yes/no comprehension question by 

pushing the F/J key. The questions asked about different parts of the sentences, half 

having ‘yes’ answers and the other half ‘no’. No feedback was provided unless the 

questions were incorrectly answered, in which case the computer flashed “You are 

wrong” in Chinese. 

 

Data analysis 

We aligned the data of the four conditions by regions after classifiers and BEI, 

focusing on 7 positions (i.e., 4 critical RC regions and 3 post-head spillover regions). 

Separate linear mixed-effects models were fitted to each position after BEI, using the 

lme4 package in R (version 3.3; CRAN project; the R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing, 2011). The analyses of reading times were carried out on 
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reciprocal-transformed values in order to stabilize variance and to achieve 

approximately normal residuals (Box & Cox, 1964). For each region, varying 

intercepts and varying slopes were fit (without intercept-slope correlation parameters) 

for the random effects of participants and items. When a variance component was 

zero, we removed this from the model. We used sum-contrasts coding to test for main 

effects of Classifier (classifier coded as 1 and no-classifier as -1) and BEI (BEI coded 

as 1 and no-BEI as -1). In cases where interactions were detected, we further defined 

two sets of sum contrasts nested within classifiers (coded as a main effect) and BEI 

(coded as a main effect) for pairwise comparisons. Residuals of linear mixed models 

were always checked to ensure that there were no serious deviations from the 

normality assumption. We took an absolute t-value equal to or above 2 to reach 

statistical significance at α= 0.05.    

 

Results  

Comprehension question accuracy 

The mean comprehension accuracy was high overall: 95% for target trials and 

96% for fillers. On the target trials, a generalized linear mixed model with a binomial 

link function and crossed varying intercepts and slopes for subjects and items shows 

no main effect of CL (z = 1.15) and no interactions (z = -0.53), but only a main effect 

of BEI (z = 3.63): the accuracy rates of the BEI conditions (no-CL, BEI: 98.3%; CL, 

BEI: 97.5%) were higher than the no-BEI conditions (noCL, no-BEI: 91.7%; CL, 

no-BEI: 90.6%).  
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Word-by-word reading times 

Figure 1 shows the means and 95% confidence intervals of the main effects and 

interaction in each region of interest, along with raw reading times by region. Table 4 

reports the statistical results for each region.  

----- Put Figure 1 and Table 4 about here ------ 

At the RC-internal noun (‘stone’), and the RC-verb (‘hit’), we found no main 

effects or interactions.  

To further explore the lexical-disruption effects predicted by experience-based 

theories, we ran additional statistical analyses testing RTs of the other three conditions 

against that of the Cl, no-BEI condition. We redefined contrasts with the Cl, no-BEI 

condition (5b) as the baseline, and fitted non-correlation maximal model at the 

RC-internal NP and the RC-verb. No significant results were found in these two 

regions, although the CL, no-BEI condition was read numerically slower against the 

other three conditions.  

At the relativizer DE, there was a main effect of Classifier, a main effect of BEI, 

and an interaction. Follow-up tests using nested contrasts showed that the CL, no-BEI 

condition (5b) was read slowest. Whereas the presence of a mismatching classifier in 

(5b) led to significantly slower RTs compared with the no-CL, no-BEI (b =0.075, SE 

= 0.023, t = 3.34), this processing disadvantage of Classifier was blocked by the 

additional presence of BEI, as shown by the significant faster RTs in the CL, BEI 

condition than the CL, no-BEI conditions (b = -0.045, SE = 0.013, t = -3.31).  
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At the RC-head (‘reporter’), there was a marginal interaction14 (t = 1.99), but no 

main effect of Classifier or main effect of BEI.  

Since Gibson and Wu (2013) analyzed the DE and head noun region by 

combining them, we also did so in order to compare our results with theirs. For the 

combined DE+head noun region analysis, we found a main effect of BEI and an 

interaction, but no main effect of Classifier. Follow-up tests show that without BEI, 

the presence of CL led to a processing disadvantage, with CL, no-BEI being read 

slower than no-CL, no-BEI (b = 0.026, SE = 0.011, t = 2.32), but with an additional 

BEI, the presence of CL is clearly advantageous, with CL, BEI being read faster than 

CL, no-BEI (b = -0.04, SE = 0.012, t=-3.25). 

At the adverb (‘distressfully’), there was a main effect of BEI: Conditions with 

BEI were read faster than conditions without BEI. There was a main effect of 

classifier, reflecting its anticipatory effect: Conditions with classifiers were read faster 

than conditions without classifiers. We found no interaction.  

At the matrix verb (‘looked about’), we found no effects.  

At the matrix object (‘surroundings’), there was a main effect of classifier: 

Conditions with classifiers were read faster than conditions without classifiers. No 

other effects were found. 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 1 confirm that comprehenders can use pre-RC cues to 

anticipate an upcoming RC structure, and that the presence of two pre-RC cues 

                                                        
14 Unpacking the marginal interaction at the head noun by a sliding contrast (Venables and Ripley, 2000) shows 

that the CL, BEI condition (5d) was read fastest.  
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activates the RC parse more strongly than one pre-RC cue. Our results also indicate 

that while either BEI or a classifier alone clearly facilitates processing, the cueing 

effect of BEI occurs earlier and is stronger than that of a classifier. These findings are 

largely consistent with experience-based theories, but are not predicted by the DLT.  

 Crucially within RCs, prior to the relativizer DE, the no-CL, no-BEI condition 

(i.e., with no pre-RC cues) was not processed fastest – in fact, we found no significant 

effects whatsoever at the RC-internal noun and the RC-verb. Nor was the CL, BEI 

condition (i.e., with two pre-RC cues) processed slowest – rather, it is the CL, no-BEI 

condition (i.e., with the classifier cue) that was processed slowest at the relativizer DE 

and in the combined region of DE+head noun. Furthermore, beginning from the 

relativizer DE and continuing to the end of the sentence, there were processing 

differences among the four conditions. All these results are contrary to what the 

storage-cost metric would predict.  

In addition, the integration-cost metric predicts that at the head noun, the 

integration cost should be lowest in the no-CL, no-BEI condition, highest in the CL, 

BEI condition, and intermediate in the CL, no-BEI and no-CL, BEI conditions. But 

our data do not show any evidence for this.  

Our data are largely consistent with the two predictions of experience-based 

theories as summarized in Table 3. Regarding the prediction of lexical disruptions 

induced by the local classifier-noun incongruity, we found that the Classifier, no-BEI 

condition was read slowest within the RC region: this effect is numerically so at the 

RC-internal NP and RC-verb, and only becomes significant in the spillover region of 
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DE. Note that unlike Hsu (2006) where the lexical disruption effect occurred 

immediately at the local RC-subject, in our study the effect is delayed. This might in 

part be due to the different experimental design in Hsu (2006), where comparing the 

classifier-match to classifier-mismatch conditions might have boosted lexical 

disruption effects.  

Regarding the second prediction, namely the cue-facilitation effects, our reading 

time data confirmed (i) the strong facilitative effect of two cues within the RC region 

and (ii) the facilitative effect of one pre-RC cue in the main clause. Specifically, at the 

relativizer DE and in the combined DE+head noun region, the CL, BEI condition (i.e., 

two cues) was read faster than the CL, no-BEI condition (i.e., one CL cue). This 

consistent effect suggests that two cues are more effective than a mismatching 

classifier cue in pre-building RCs unambiguously, replicating Wu et al. (2014).  

Our data beyond the RC region also show that Classifier and BEI can each alone 

serve as a predictor for the RC structure, though the timing for their individual 

contribution to facilitative processing of sentences – reflected by the main effect of 

Classifier and the main effect of BEI respectively – occurs rather late, specifically at 

the adverb and the main object in the matrix clause. The delayed effect of 

mismatching classifier echoes the findings in Wu et al. (2014), suggesting that despite 

an initial processing disadvantage, the classifier cue can lead to a facilitation.  

Overall, Experiment 1 shows (i) local disruption effect at the relativizer DE, and 

(ii) facilitative effects of pre-RC cues, consistent with the predictions of 

experience-based theories.  
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 While we find evidence against the storage- and integration-based metrics of DLT, 

one might argue that the facilitative effects of BEI in parsing RC sentences might be 

due to the relatively high frequency of the subject-extraction sentences that 

participants encountered in Experiment 1. Specifically, there are both filler items (12 

BA sentences) and target items (12 BEI sentences) involving subject extraction where 

the head nouns are base-generated within the RC. This means at least one third (24/72) 

of our experimental sentences are SRCs, in contrast to 12 ORCs.  Thus, more 

occurrences of SRC in the stimuli might result in structural priming effects, which 

could facilitate processing of the BEI sentences (i.e., SRCs), but not the no-BEI 

sentences (i.e., ORCs). To eliminate this potential confound, we conducted a 

follow-up experiment. 

 

4. Experiment 2 

The purpose of Experiment 2 is to replicate the findings of Experiment 1, using 

revised filler items such that the frequency of SRCs is balanced.   

4.2 Methods 

Participants 

 Fifty-eight native speakers of Mandarin Chinese from Fudan University 

participated in Experiment 2 in exchange for RMB 20 yuan. Their mean age was 21. 

None of them had participated in Experiment 1 or the norming study.  

Materials and design 

 The critical stimuli were exactly the same as in Experiment 1. The only difference 
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lies in the filler items: the original 12 BA RCs were replaced by non-RC sentences 

beginning with VN…, specifically, 8 complex sentences starting with a subordinate 

clause and 4 noun-complement structures. In addition, the original 4 SRC filler 

sentences were replaced by simple clauses with a passive marker BEI. Thus, out of 48 

filler items, 20 were noun-complement structures or complex sentences beginning 

with VN…, 20 were adjunct RCs beginning with NV…, and 8 were simple clauses. 

Note that different functions of the adnominal DE were used in filler items. See 

Supplementary Material File III for the twelve new filler items.  

Procedure 

 The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1.  

Results 

Comprehension question accuracy 

The mean comprehension accuracy was high overall: 93% for target trials and 

95% for fillers. On the target trials, a generalized linear mixed model with a binomial 

link function and crossed varying intercepts and slopes for subjects and items shows 

no main effect of CL (z = -0.86) and no interactions (z = 1.21), but only a main effect 

of BEI (z = -2.495): the accuracy rates of the BEI conditions (no-CL, BEI: 90.52%; 

CL, BEI: 92.82%) were lower than the no-BEI conditions (no-CL, no-BEI: 94.83%; 

CL, no-BEI: 94.25%).  

Word-by-word reading times 

We used reciprocal reading times for statistical analyses, as in Experiment 1. 

Eight reading-time values lower than 150 ms were removed, as they skewed the 
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residuals even with the transformed data; this affected 0.07% of the data. Figure 2 

presents the main effects and interactions across conditions for each region as well as 

raw reading times by region. Table 5 reports the statistical results for each region. 

 ----- Put Figure 2 and Table 5 about here ----- 

 At the RC-internal noun (‘stone’), we found no main effects or interactions.  

  At the RC-verb (‘hit’), we found a main effect of BEI, but no main effect of 

Classifier and no interactions. The BEI conditions were read faster than the no-BEI 

conditions. 

 To further explore the validity of the lexical-disruption prediction prior to the 

relativizer DE, we also conducted two additional analyses by redefining the CL, 

no-BEI condition as the baseline. At the RC-internal noun, the no-CL, no-BEI 

condition was marginally slower than the CL, no-BEI condition (b = 0.11, SE = 0.06, 

t=1.90). At the RC-verb, no difference was found between the bare no-CL, no-BEI 

condition and the CL, no-BEI condition (t = -0.98), but the CL, no-BEI condition was 

significantly slower than the no-CL, BEI condition (b = -0.15, SE = 0.06, t = -2.52) 

and the CL, BEI condition (b = -0.22, SE = 0.06, t = -3.95).   

 At the relativizer DE, we found a main effect of BEI: the BEI conditions were 

read faster than the no-BEI conditions. There were no main effect of Classifier and no 

interactions.  

 At the head noun (‘reporter’), we found a main effect of BEI-facilitation, a 

marginal interaction15 (t = -1.91), but no main effect of Classifier.  

                                                        
15 Follow-up tests show that the facilitation of BEI was found only when a classifier cue was present (CL, BEI vs. 

CL, no-BEI: b = -0.10, SE = 0.029, t = -3.58), but not when the classifier was absent (no-CL, BEI vs. no-CL, 
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 When combining DE and the head noun into one region, we found a main effect 

of BEI and an interaction, but no main effect of Classifier. Follow-up tests show that， 

similar to Experiment 1, the CL, no-BEI condition was slower than the no-CL, no-BEI 

condition (b = 0.026, SE = 0.013, t = 2.02), indicating lexical disruption effects. 

However, with the additional BEI cue, the CL, BEI condition was faster than the CL, 

no-BEI condition (b = -0.05, SE = 0.015, t = -3.47). 

 At the adverb (‘distressfully’) and the matrix verb (‘looked about’), we 

consistently found a main effect of classifier: Classifier-present conditions were read 

faster than classifier-absent conditions. We also found a main effect of BEI: 

conditions with BEI were read faster than conditions without BEI. We found no 

interactions.  

 At the main object (‘surroundings’), we found a main effect of 

classifier-facilitation, a marginal interaction16 (t = 1.97), but no main effect of BEI.  

 

Discussion 

 Experiment 2 replicates the essential findings of Experiment 1. Again, no 

lexical-disruption effects were found at the RC-internal noun, but occurred in the 

spillover DE+head noun region. Facilitatory effects of BEI were now found much 

earlier within RCs, and continued until the main clause. Whereas the CL, no-BEI 

                                                                                                                                                               
no-BEI: t = -1.13). While this finding should not to be interpreted without qualification, it is as predicted by 

experience-based theories, but is inconsistent with the DLT. 

 
16 Follow-up tests showed that the facilitatory effects of classifiers were only found in the no-BEI conditions (the 

CL, no-BEI vs. no-CL, no-BEI conditions: b = -0.084, SE = 0.024, t = -3.53), but not in the BEI conditions (the CL, 

BEI vs. no-CL, BEI conditions: t = -0.44). While we refrain from discussing marginal interactions further, it is 

worth noting that this finding is not consistent with the DLT, but is as predicted by experience-based theories. 
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condition showed an initial processing disadvantage at the RC-verb and in the 

combined region of DE+head noun, the pattern of reading times reversed beginning at 

the adverb and continuing to the end of the sentence, indicative of late facilitatory 

effects of classifier. Thus, even when we remove the possibility of priming of SRC 

structures, which was a potential concern in Experiment 1, we nevertheless find the 

same basic pattern of results. 

In addition, Experiment 2 yields two additional patterns that further corroborate 

our claims: 

 First, instead of null effects in Experiment 1 at the RC-verb (‘hit’), we now find 

that the earliest effect of BEI-facilitation already surfaced at the RC-verb, and 

remained significant until the main verb. This suggests that – corresponding to our 

sentence-completion data – the presence of BEI can immediately exert its cueing 

effect and strongly activate RC expectations. We will come back to this early effect of 

BEI in the General Discussion. 

 Second, at the main verb we see facilitatory (main) effects of both classifier and 

BEI, whereas no effects reached significance in Experiment 1 in this region.  

  

5. General Discussion 

In this paper, we set out to compare and test the predictions made by the 

Dependency Locality Theory (DLT) and experience-based theories, using prenominal 

relative clauses in Chinese. We conducted two self-paced reading experiments using 

identical critical stimuli, in which incomplete dependents that are yet-to-be integrated 
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into their heads over a long distance (including filler-gap dependencies and 

classifier-noun attachment) were created at the left edge of RCs. We manipulated the 

presence/absence of pre-RC classifiers and the presence/absence of the passive 

marker BEI in object-extracted RCs. This allowed us to test both ORCs (without BEI) 

and the corresponding passivized SRCs (with BEI). We obtained converging evidence 

showing that Chinese comprehenders were sensitive to the availability of pre-RC cues 

to predict the head-final RC structure before the head noun was seen. The overall 

results were contrary to the predictions of the DLT (Gibson, 1998, 2000), but 

consistent with the predictions of experience-based theories (e.g. Hale, 2001; Levy, 

2008; MacDonald 2013).    

The storage-cost metric predicts that the no-CL, no-BEI condition should be 

easiest to process prior to the relativizer DE. However, this prediction is not borne out 

by our data. Similarly, the integration-cost metric predicts that at the head noun, 

sentences with no cues will be easiest to process, those with two cues most difficult, 

and those with one cue somewhere in between. While we indeed found interactions at 

DE (Experiment 1) and in the combined region of DE+head noun (Experiments 1 & 

2), the direction of processing difficulty was different from what was predicted, 

because it is a processing advantage, instead of a disadvantage, that we found in the 

CL, BEI sentences. Taken together, our results from the two experiments pose 

challenges to both the storage-cost and integration-cost metrics of the DLT.  

As a whole, our results fit better with experience-based theories, which predict 

that comprehenders are sensitive to the statistical regularities in lexical and structural 
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input, and can use their prior experience with linguistic signals to predict the 

upcoming structure. Specifically, given that (i) corpus analyses revealed virtually zero 

tokens of the locally-mismatching, global-matching classifier configuration (Wu, 

2011), together with (ii) Chinese speakers’ preference for locally congruent 

classifier-noun constituents to form a determiner phrase (DP) licensed by Chinese 

grammar (Hsu, 2006; Wu et al., 2014), experience-based theories predict lexical 

disruption effects in the CL, no-BEI condition induced by the unfamiliar combination 

of a classifier that mismatches the adjacent RC-subject noun. Furthermore, the 

sentence completion norming data which we used to generate experience-based 

predictions showed that the rate of RC continuations is (i) highest in the sentences 

with two cues (CL, BEI), (ii) intermediate in the sentences with one cue (CL, no-BEI 

and no-CL, BEI), and (iii) extremely low in the sentences without any cues (no-CL, 

no-BEI). Thus, experience-based theories also predict that cue-facilitation effects vary 

depending on the availability of the BEI and/or Classifier cues. 

The reading-time patterns of two experiments align well with these two 

predictions: Both experiments show an interaction between BEI and Classifier within 

the RC region, which modulates a main effect of BEI and/or a main effect of classifier. 

Specifically at the relativizer DE (Experiment 1) and in the combined region of 

DE+head noun (Experiments 1 and 2), (i) the CL, no-BEI condition was consistently 

slower than the no-CL, no-BEI condition, confirming the lexical-disruption prediction, 

and (ii) the CL, BEI condition was consistently faster than the CL, no-BEI condition, 

supporting the cue-facilitation prediction. In fact, the cue-facilitation effect of BEI 
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even showed up as early as at the RC-verb in Experiment 2. These patterns suggest 

that despite the initial processing disadvantage, the mismatching classifier cue can 

nevertheless be facilitative in RC parsing in the presence of the BEI cue; in other 

words, two cues activate the RC structure more strongly than one Classifier cue.   

Furthermore, consistent with the cue-facilitation prediction of experience-based 

accounts, an early occurrence of a cue, be it a lexical classifier or a syntactic BEI, can 

guide comprehenders to build the RC structure incrementally, and the syntactic 

predictability for RCs is proportional to the strength of cues (also see similar findings 

in Wu et al., 2014). Whereas the facilitative effects of BEI were consistently found 

early – either within the RC (in Experiment 2) or modulated by an interaction (at DE 

in Experiment 1 and in the combined region of DE+head noun in Experiments 1 and 2) 

– the facilitative effects of classifiers were delayed, reaching significance only in the 

main clause regions. As predicted by experience-based accounts, this is presumably 

due to the lexical disruptions associated with the classifier cue that mismatches with 

the subsequent noun and the structural rarity of classifier-noun incongruity (Wu 2011). 

The presence of BEI, however, removes the lexical disruption of the CL, no-BEI 

condition, allowing the main effect of BEI to emerge early.  

Together, these results support experience-based theories. An increased number of 

syntactic heads does not necessarily result in a filler-gap dependency or a 

classifier-noun attachment relationship becoming harder to processes.  Instead, once 

an RC analysis is considered, it gets reinforced over time as more character strings 

unfold, resulting in subsequent processing ease. 
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5.1 Early facilitative effect of BEI at RC-internal verb 

One related finding worth discussing is the early BEI-facilitative effect found in 

Experiment 2, starting at the verb inside the RC. The timing of this effect might strike 

one as odd, because presumably before the relativizer DE, participants (perhaps 

particularly those in the no-CL, BEI condition) might not yet know whether this verb 

was in an embedded clause or in a main clause. One possibility could be that the 

facilitatory effect of BEI at RC-verb simply reflects a penalty for inanimate subjects 

in the no-BEI conditions. However, Experiment 1 – with exactly the same animacy 

configuration – does not show such a penalty effect at the RC-noun or RC-verb, 

which seems to rule out this explanation.  

Another possible explanation is that the early BEI-facilitative effect reflects the 

processing ease of subject-extracted RCs (BEI conditions) relative to object-extracted 

RCs (no-BEI conditions). If this account were true, then presumably the 

BEI-facilitation effect would have been stronger in Experiment 1 due to potential 

structural priming occurring with SRCs in filler items. But no such effects at the 

RC-verb were found in Experiment 1. Furthermore, this SRC/ORC-based explanation 

would also not explain why, in both experiments, a CL×BEI interaction was found at 

the relativizer DE, where the two object-extracted RC types differed in their 

processing ease (the CL, no-BEI conditions were slower than the no-CL, no-BEI 

conditions). This is unexpected if the BEI-facilitative effect is driven by the prevailing 

superiority of SRCs to ORCs. 
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Instead, we would like to argue that the facilitative effect of BEI at the RC-verb is 

due to a few experience-based factors conspiring together:   

First, in Chinese the sequence of BEI+verb is a high-frequency, low-surprisal 

part-of-speech-bigram17. Coupled with the fact that BEI+verb is very near to the left 

edge of the sentence, participants’ reading times would be facilitated when a 

high-frequency function word or a sequence of words was presented at the beginning 

of the sentence.      

Second, the early effect of BEI at RC-verb might also be boosted by (i) the 

lexical disruption effect that spills over into the RC-verb in the CL, no-BEI condition, 

slowing down RTs in this condition, and (ii) the garden-path disambiguation effect 

that is strongest in the CL, BEI condition, speeding up RTs in this condition. In other 

words, it may be that the presence of BEI removed both the lexical disruption of the 

CL, no-BEI condition and the garden-path effect of the no-CL, no-BEI condition, 

leading to the main effect of BEI in the RC-verb region of Experiment 2.     

 Third, some idiosyncratic factor might also be at play in the early BEI-facilitative 

effect. In Experiment 2, out of the 60 items that participants saw, 12 target items 

contained a sentence-initial BEI, whereas none of the filler sentences did. This might 

have reinforced the RC parse for participants reading the no-CL, BEI sentences, 

rendering the activation level of the main-clause parse even lower. This suggests that 

even in the course of an experiment, Chinese comprehenders could learn statistical 

regularities of linguistic input to adjust their expectations for the ultimate structures.   

                                                        
17 We thank Roger Levy for suggesting this. 
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 In sum, the early effect of BEI in Experiment 2 can be largely accounted for by 

different factors in terms of experience-based theories.  

5.2 Subject-extracted vs. object-extracted RCs: Evidence for a probabilistic approach 

to storage cost?  

The presence/absence of BEI is connected to the debate regarding the ease of 

processing subject-extracted RCs (SRCs) vs. object-extracted RCs (ORCs) in Chinese. 

In our experiments, lexical variations due to different parts of speech were well 

controlled, yet we consistently find that BEI sentences (i.e., passive SRCs) were 

processed faster than no-BEI sentences (i.e., canonical ORCs) both within and beyond 

the RC. Thus the main effect of BEI may in part be attributable to the universal 

subject preference (Keenan & Comrie, 1977). But we believe this cannot be the whole 

story, because it does not offer an explanation for the facilitative effects in the two 

(no-BEI) ORC conditions. 

Crucially, our finding that BEI sentences are easier to process than no-BEI 

sentences is contrary to what the classic definitions for the storage and 

integration/retrieval metrics of the DLT predict, and also diverges from the results of 

Hsiao & Gibson (2003) and Gibson & Wu (2013).   

  When Hsiao & Gibson (2003) derived the word-by-word predictions in their 

classic paper on the processing asymmetry in Chinese subject-extracted vs. 

object-extracted RCs, they assumed that the ultimate structure to be built is an RC, 

and therefore, more heads are projected in SRCs than ORCs prior to the relativizer 

DE. However, this assumption has recently been challenged by corpus-based 
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investigations. Substantial evidence from structural frequency and the computation of 

conditional probabilities has shown that SRCs occur more frequently than ORCs in 

Chinese in both written and spoken corpora (Chen et al., 2012; Hsiao & Gibson, 2003; 

Hsiao & MacDonald, 2013; Kuo & Vasishth, 2006; Jäger et al., 2015; Ming & Chen, 

2010; Pu, 2008; Sheng & Wu, 2013; Wu, 2009; Wu et al., 2010), and the surprisal 

contrast indicates a preference for SRCs over ORCs in Chinese (Chen et al., 2012; 

Jäger et al., 2015). In addition, given the structural ambiguities inherent in Chinese 

RCs, it is not clear whether comprehenders construct a target structure in the very 

beginning. Thus, it is possible that the costs incurred by predicted heads are a function 

of a speaker’s linguistic experience (rather than a fixed amount for a target RC 

structure yet to be built; see similar points in Levy & Keller, 2013; Hsiao & 

MacDonald, 2013), and that the structural probabilities constantly vary given the 

words already seen and incoming words yet to be seen. We therefore suggest that 

given existing empirical evidence and our findings, DLT’s storage-based metric could 

perhaps be expanded to incorporate probabilistic parsing and comprehenders’ 

linguistic experience.  

5.3 Alternative accounts 

Finally, we discuss alternative interpretations of the lack of support for the DLT. 

DLT has some degree of freedom as to exactly which syntactic heads count towards 

storage and integration costs. Whereas we count both filler-gap and classifier-noun 

dependencies for DLT’s integration cost, it is not clear whether classifier-noun 

integrations should count. An alternative explanation could be that storage and/or 
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filler-gap integration incurs costs, but these costs are outweighed by the 

expectation-derived benefits18. It is worth noting that recent research indicates that 

DLT’s locality effects can override expectation effects under conditions of high 

memory load, a key example being relative clauses with nested structures (Levy & 

Keller, 2013; Demberg & Keller, 2009; Lewis & Vasishth, 2006). Boston, Hale, 

Vasishth & Kliegl (2011) also argue that both surprisal and retrieval cost are 

independent predictors of reading difficulty (also see Demberg & Keller, 2008; Jaeger 

et al., 2008; Vasishth & Drenhaus, 2011). In our experiments, we only used simple 

RCs that modified sentential subjects. It is therefore possible that the memory load is 

not very high, and that the cost induced by a large number of heads is not high enough 

to be observable with self-paced reading. Thus, our study can be regarded as a case 

where locality effects cannot override anticipation effects, because memory load was 

not unusually high. An interesting direction for future work would be to see whether, 

under conditions of high memory load (e.g. in a dual-task paradigm), the processing 

of RCs in Chinese would in fact reveal effects of storage and/or integration costs.   

5.4 Conclusion and future directions 

Our results from two self-paced reading experiments on Chinese relative clauses 

(RCs) reveal facilitative effects of BEI within and beyond RC regions and relatively 

delayed facilitative effects of classifiers. These facilitative effects suggest that 

incomplete heads that occur before a clear signal of an upcoming RC can help 

Chinese comprehenders to anticipate RC structures – an outcome which is not 

                                                        
18 We thank Roger Levy for suggesting this. 
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predicted by the DLT, but is consistent with the predictions of experience-based 

theories. 

An open question for future work has to do with animacy. The animacy 

configuration used in this study is uncommon because (i) the heads of our 

object-extracted RCs are animate, whereas corpus findings show object-extracted RCs 

typically have inanimate heads (Hsiao & MacDonald, 2013; Wu et al., 2012), and (ii) 

our passivized subject-extracted RCs contain an inanimate instrument following BEI, 

whereas Chinese passive construction typically requires an animate agent. Thus, 

future work might employ more common animacy configurations to see whether the 

conclusion still holds.    
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Table 1 Number and percentage of each continuation for the four types of fragments in 

Experiment 1 

 

 

Condition 

RC  Main clause  gapless  error  Sum 

# %  # %  # %  # %  # 

no-CL, no-BEI 22 3.94  522 93.55  8 1.43  6 1.08  558 

CL, no-BEI 347 64.26  41 7.59  11 2.04  141 26.11  540 

no-CL, BEI 321 58.05  195 35.26  11 1.99  26 4.70  553 

CL, BEI 526 94.77  13 1.44  0 0  16 2.88  555 
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Table 2 Illustration of storage-based DLT’s word-by-word cost profile 

 

no-CL, no-BEI (object-extracted RC) 

  [          shikuai      zazhong  ti ]   de     jizhei …    

stone         hit         DE    reporterti 

Storage cost heads needed                     V          N          N,V     V 

 Memory Unit                     1           1           2       1 

Integration 

cost/attachm

ent 

New discourse                     1           1           0       1 

filler-gap                     0           0           0       0 

classifier-noun                     0           0           0       0 

 Energy Unit                     1           1           0       0 

CL, no-BEI (object-extracted RC) 

  na-wei [          shikuai      zazhong  ti ]    de    jizhei … 

that-CL           stone        hit            DE   reporteri 

Storage cost Syntactic 

heads needed 

N,V              V,N,DE,V  V,DE,N         N,V      V  

 

 Memory Unit 2                   4           3           2       1 

Integration 

cost/attachm

ent 

New discourse 0                   1           1           0       1 

filler-gap 0                   0           0           0       0 

classifier-noun 0                   0           0           0       2 

 Energy Unit 0                   1           1           0       2 

no-CL, BEI (subject-extracted RC) 

  [ti   BEI     shikuai      zazhong  ]    de    jizhei …    

PASS      stone       hit          DE   reporteri 

Storage cost Syntactic 

heads needed 

N,V,N(DE,V) V,N(DE,V)   N(V,DE)     N,V     V 

 Memory Unit          3(5)        2(4)        1(3)         2       1 

Integration 

cost 

/attachment 

New discourse           0          1          1           0       1 

filler-gap           0          0          0           0       2 

classifier-noun           0          0          0           0       0 

 Energy Unit           0          1          1           0       2 

CL, BEI (subject-extracted RC) 

  na-wei [ti  BEI     shikuai      zazhong   ]    de     jizhei … 

that-CL   PASS     stone        hit          DE   reporteri 

Storage cost Syntactic 

heads needed 

N,V   N,V,N,DE,V  V,N,DE,V   V,DE,N       N,V     V            

 Memory Unit  2         5          4         3           2       1 

Integration 

cost/attachm

ent 

New discourse  0         0          1         1           0       1 

filler-gap  0         0          0         0           0       2 

classifier-noun  0         0          0         0           0       2 

 Energy Unit  0         0          1         1           0       4 

 

Note: For the no-CL, BEI condition, we list in regions prior to DE the minimal number of heads 

required for a passive matrix clause, and put in parenthesis those heads projected for the RC 

analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3 Summary of predictions across conditions at different loci by DLT’s storage-cost and integration-cost metrics and by experience-based accounts (“<” means 

faster, “>” means slower) 

 

Theory Prediction Region 

Experience-based 

accounts 

Local disruption no-CL, no-BEI  <  CL, no-BEI before DE 

Cue facilitation no-CL, no-BEI  >  CL, no-BEI;  no-CL, BEI  >  CL, BEI DE and beyond 

DLT Storage cost no-CL, no-BEI  <  CL, no-BEI;  no-CL, BEI ;  CL, BEI within RC 

Integration cost no-CL, no-BEI  <  CL, no-BEI; no-CL, BEI  <  CL, BEI Head noun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4 Main effects of classifier and BEI and their interaction by region of interest in Experiment 

1. The dependent variable is reciprocal-transformed reading time. 

Region Contrast Coef. SE t-value 

RC-internal 

noun 

CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

0.003 

-0.017 

0.0002 

0.017 

0.018 

0.018 

0.23 

-0.96 

0.01 

RC-internal 

V 

CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

0.023 

-0.008 

-0.015 

0.017 

0.017 

0.017 

1.35 

-0.45 

-0.88 

DE CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI  

0.0366 

-0.052 

-0.039 

0.016 

0.016 

0.017 

2.29* 

-3.28* 

-2.28* 

Head noun CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.013 

-0.020 

-0.038 

0.018 

0.018 

0.019 

-0.73 

-1.08 

-1.99 

Adverb CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.036 

-0.053 

-0.006 

0.017 

0.017 

0.017 

-2.13* 

-3.18* 

-0.34 

Main verb CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.002 

-0.023 

0.006 

0.016 

0.016 

0.016 

-0.11 

-1.48 

0.35 

Main object CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.041 

-0.015 

0.001 

0.016 

0.016 

0.016 

-2.52* 

-0.94 

0.07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5 Main effects of classifier and BEI and their interaction by region of interest in Experiment 

2. The dependent variable is reciprocal-transformed reading time. 

Region Contrast Coef. SE t-value 

RC-internal 

noun 

CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.028 

-0.024 

0.027 

0.025 

0.022 

0.024 

-1.10 

-1.10 

1.11 

RC-internal 

V 

CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.004 

-0.079 

-0.032 

0.022 

0.021 

0.023 

-0.19 

-3.75* 

-1.37 

DE CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI  

0.0136 

-0.052 

-0.034 

0.017 

0.017 

0.020 

0.78 

-2.98* 

-1.70 

Head noun CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

0.008 

-0.064 

-0.038 

0.020 

0.022 

0.020 

0.39 

-2.95* 

-1.91 

Adverb CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.059 

-0.077 

0.021 

0.020 

0.024 

0.020 

-2.92* 

-3.23* 

1.06 

Main verb CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.049 

-0.050 

0.028 

0.021 

0.019 

0.017 

-2.32* 

-2.63* 

1.66 

Main object CL 

BEI 

CL x BEI 

-0.048 

-0.011 

0.036 

0.020 

0.017 

0.018 

-2.40* 

-0.63 

1.97 
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Supplementary Material File I: Below are the target items of the Experiments 1 & 2. 

Please note that the sentences are glossed with the Chinese structure in mind / to help 

make the Chinese structure clear, and are not fully translated into English. 

 

item cond. RCs 

1 a/c 
(被)石块砸中的记者懊丧地环顾四周。The reporter that the boulder hit looked about his 

surroundings in distress. 

1 b/d 
那位(被)石块砸中的记者懊丧地环顾四周。The reporter that the boulder hit looked about his 

surroundings in distress. 

2 a/c 
(被)密电告发的间谍小心地保护着自己。The spy that the classified information revealed 

carefully protected himself. 

2 b/d 
那名(被)密电告发的间谍小心地保护着自己。The spy that the classified information revealed 

carefully protected himself. 

3 a/c 
(被)绷带包扎的伤员顽强地忍着疼痛。The wounded person that the bandage wrapped endured 

the pain courageously. 

3 b/d 
那位(被)绷带包扎的伤员顽强地忍着疼痛。The wounded person that the bandage wrapped 

endured the pain courageously. 

4 a/c 
(被)乌篷船阻挡的少年无奈地停下了脚步。The teenager that the boat impeded stopped running 

resignedly. 

4 b/d 
那名(被)乌篷船拦截的少年无奈地停下了脚步。The teenager that the boat impeded stopped 

running resignedly. 

5 a/c 
(被)美食吸引的总裁全然忘记了时间。The CEO that the delicacies attracted forgot his time 

completely. 

5 b/d 
那位(被)美食吸引的总裁全然忘记了时间。The CEO that the delicacies attracted forgot his 

time completely. 

6 a/c 
(被)生意困扰的促销员深深地吸了一口气。The salesman that the business worried deeply took 

in a breath. 

6 b/d 
那名(被)生意困扰的促销员深深地吸了一口气。The salesman that the business worried deeply 

took in a breath. 

7 a/c 
(被)谣言诋毁的艺术家高傲地穿过人群。The artist that the rumor gossiped proudly walked 

through the crowd. 

7 b/d 
那位(被)谣言诋毁的艺术家高傲地穿过人群。The artist that the rumor gossiped proudly walked 

through the crowd. 

8 a/c 
(被)文稿提示的女主持轻声地埋怨助理。The anchoress that the draft prompted complained 

about her assistant in a soft voice. 

8 b/d 
那名 (被 )文稿提示的女主持轻声地埋怨助理。The anchoress that the draft prompted 

complained about her assistant in a soft voice. 

9 a/c 
(被)议案批准的候选人普遍地得到了拥护。The candidate that the resolution approved widely 

won the support. 

9 b/d 
那位(被)议案批准的候选人空前地得到了拥护。The candidate that the resolution approved 

widely won the support. 

10 a/c 
(被)匿名信检举的贪官肆意地挥霍公款。The corrupted official that the inside story exposed 

recklessly wasted public funds. 

10 b/d 
那名(被)匿名信检举的贪官肆意地挥霍公款。The corrupted official that the inside story 

exposed recklessly wasted public funds. 

11 a/c 
(被)网站宣传的明星进一步增加了知名度。The film star that the website promoted has greatly 

improved his fame. 

11 b/d 
那位(被)网站宣传的明星进一步增加了知名度。The film star that the website promoted has 

greatly improved his fame. 

12 a/c 
(被)手雷炸伤的抗议者愤怒地喊起口号。The protestors that the grenade injured indignantly 

chanted slogans. 

12 b/d 
那名 (被 )手雷炸伤的抗议者愤怒地喊起口号。The protestors that the grenade injured 

indignantly chanted slogans. 

13 a/c 
(被)闭路电视监控的要犯即将面临审判。The key criminal that the monitor watched would soon 

be judged. 

13 b/d 
那位(被)闭路电视监控的要犯即将面临审判。The key criminal that the monitor watched would 

soon be judged. 

14 a/c (被)山茶花妆扮的新娘甜美地露出笑容。The bride that the flower decorates smiles delightedly. 

14 b/d 
那名(被)山茶花妆扮的新娘甜美地露出笑容。The bride that the flower decorates smiles 

delightedly. 

15 a/c (被)镜头拍摄的歹徒惊慌地逃离现场。The bandit that the camera videotaped fled the scene in 
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panic. 

15 b/d 
那名(被)镜头拍摄的歹徒惊慌地逃离现场。The bandit that the camera videotaped fled the 

scene in panic. 

16 a/c 
(被)顺口溜调侃的总统总是出现口误。The president that the tongue-twister joked about always 

has speech errors. 

16 b/d 
那位(被)顺口溜调侃的总统总是出现口误。The president that the tongue-twister joked about 

always has speech errors. 

17 a/c 
(被)案件难倒的律师在同行中享有盛名。The lawyer that the case puzzled is well-known in his 

field. 

17 b/d 
那位(被)案件难倒的律师在同行中享有盛名。The lawyer that the case puzzled is well-known 

in his field. 

18 a/c 
(被)大字报攻击的教授最终获得了公道。The professor that the poster attacked eventually 

regained justice. 

18 b/d 
那位(被)大字报攻击的教授最终获得了公道。The professor that the poster attacked eventually 

regained justice. 

19 a/c 
(被)飞镖击中的神枪手迅速地隐入树林。The sharpshooter that the flying dart hit swiftly 

disappeared into the woods. 

19 b/d 
那名(被)飞镖击中的神枪手迅速地隐入树林。The sharpshooter that the flying dart hit swiftly 

disappeared into the woods. 

20 a/c 
(被)侦察系统定位的特种兵迅速地占领了敌营。The special force that the detection system 

pinpointed quickly took over the enemy’s camp. 

20 b/d 
那名(被)侦察系统定位的特种兵迅速地占领了敌营。The special force that the detection 

system pinpointed quickly took over the enemy’s camp.   

21 a/c 
(被)无线讯号干扰的监听员曾经立过战功。The intelligence clerk that the radio signal disturbed 

had once distinguished himself in the war.   

21 b/d 
那位(被)无线讯号干扰的监听员曾经立过战功。The intelligence clerk that the radio signal 

disturbed had once distinguished himself in the war.   

22 a/c 
(被)水草缠绕的捕捞员吃力地游到岸边。The fish worker that the weeds entwined swam to the 

bank with great effort. 

22 b/d 
那位(被)水草缠绕的捕捞员吃力地游到岸边。The fish worker that the weeds entwined swam to 

the bank with great effort. 

23 a/c 
(被)税法惩戒的奸商乖乖地缴了罚款。The profiteers that the tax law punished paid the fines 

obediently. 

23 b/d 
那名(被)税法惩戒的奸商乖乖地缴了罚款。The profiteers that the tax law punished paid the 

fines obediently. 

24 a/c 

(被)皮球打中的小男孩气恼地跺了一下脚。The little boy that the ball hit thumped his foot 

forcefully. 

24 b/d 
那名(被)皮球打中的小男孩气恼地跺了一下脚。The little boy that the ball hit thumped his foot 

forcefully. 

 



Supplementary Material File II: Below are the filler items of the Experiments 1. 

 

1 雇佣|员工|的|成本|近十年来|有所|上升。 

2 提高|同行间|的|竞争力|已经|成为|刻不容缓|的|任务。 

3 装修|系里|的|那间|会议室|竟然|花掉了|一大笔|钱。 

4 树立|公司|良好|的|形象|不可能|一蹴而就。 

5 设立|三家|海外|的|分支|机构|标志着|业务|走向|国际化。 

6 学习|美式|英文|的|那股|热潮|在|中国|愈刮愈劲。 

7 落实|十年|义务|教育|的|政策|将从|根本上|改善|国民|素质。 

8 种植|大面积|的|防护林|可以|防止|黄土高原|水土|的|继续流失。 

9 叼着|烟卷|的|司机|忍不住|打了|个|喷嚏。 

10 脸上|还|挂着|泪珠|的|小宝宝|一会儿|就|香甜地|睡着了。 

11 收藏|古董|的|那位|鉴赏家|悠闲地|在|古玩街|浏览。 

12 装满|文具|的|笔筒|古朴地|雕刻着|花鸟。 

13 把|二十多只|鸡蛋|利落地|打碎|的|厨师|刚刚|分到|连队|不久。 

14 那位|把|落叶|收拾到|麻袋里|的|老奶奶|满头|银发。 

15 把|收音机|砸到|衣柜上|的|男人|酷酷地|戴着|墨镜。 

16 把|蛋糕|切成|四块|的|女人|慈祥地|微笑着。 

17 把|一杯|红酒|泼翻了|的|那只|小花猫|呜呜地|像是|认错|的|样子。 

18 那个|把|游乐场|的|紧急出口门|拉开|的|年青人|据称|精神上|有些|问题。 

19 将|篝火|升起来|的|那个|男生|戴着|一顶|棒球帽。 

20 把|女房东|吓得|跳起来|的|老鼠|嗖地一下|窜出|房门。 

21 令|在座|的|评审|专家们|深深|叹服|的|那名|应聘者|罕见地|全票|通过。 

22 那名|把|手机|落在|出租车里|的|乘客|焦急地|联系|电信局。 

23 将|袜子|穿反了|的|部门经理|窘迫地|缩回了|双脚。 

24 将|窗户|擦拭|干净|的|李阿姨|一刻|也没有|歇息。 

25 顾客|投诉|商家|的|一条|电话|热线|近期|已经|开通。 

26 张老板|每天|离家|上班|的|时间|总是|清晨|六点半。 

27 那名|少林僧人|制伏|歹徒|的|身手|深深|折服了|围观|群众。 

28 机场|工作人员|扣下|大瓶装|化妆品|的|可能性|在|"911"事件|之后|是|百分之百。 

29 张妈|制作|的|那份|法式|甜点|的|工序|十分|复杂。 

30 表哥|买卖|股票|的|时机|总是|比|高手们|慢|半拍。 

31 美国|攻打|伊拉克|的|理由|并不充足。 

32 那位|评委|点评|参赛选手|的|言辞|有时|太过苛刻。 

33 那所|学校|寄丢|录取通知书|的|原因|尚在|调查中。 

34 许多|家长|教育|孩子|的|方法|还有|很大|的|改进|余地。 

35 那名|恐怖分子|绑架|人质|的|第一现场|在|酒店|的|地下|车库。 

36 那位|癌症患者|积极|战胜|疾病|的|乐观|态度|奇迹般地|抑制了|癌细胞|的|扩散。 

37 那名|运动员|冲刺|终点线|的|速度|快捷地|如同|脱缰|野马。 

38 干洗工人|清洁|油垢|的|那种|洗涤剂|是|从|美国|进口|的。 

39 董事会|罢免|财务总监|的|籍口|牵强得|无法|服众。 

40 那位|将军|打听到|烈士遗孤|下落|的|过程|真可谓|费尽了|周折。 

41 那家|厂商|欺骗|消费者|的|减肥霜|已经|全部|撤下|销售柜台。 

42 杀手|暗杀|公安局长|的|地点|竟然|设在|高速公路上。 
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43 张连长|赢定|李参谋|的|竞技项目|几乎|包括|所有|的|球类运动。 

44 那个|恶霸|强占|店铺|的|手段|蛮横得|让|路人|义愤填膺。 

45 这场|山林大火|在|沙漠梵风|的|影响下|迅速|蔓延到|临近|的|几个|区县。 

46 居民|小区|的|花园里|杂草|丛生|无人|打理。 

47 一阵|西北风|裹着|黄沙|刮倒了|商场外|的|自行车。 

48 突如其来|的|雪崩|困住了|探险|小分队。 

 



Supplementary Material File III: Below are the twelve new filler items in 

Experiment 2 that replaced the original corresponding fillers in the Experiments 1. 

 

9 等待|中考|成绩|发布|的|日子|非常|难熬。 

10 生过|大病|的|身体|很难|恢复|元气。 

11 训练|新兵|的|手册|已经|发给了|每位|教导员。 

12 烹饪|美味|佳肴|的|秘诀|之一|在于|食材|的|新鲜。 

13 拜访|教授|的|夫人|之前|助教|先去|买了|一份|礼物。 

14 认识|那位|知名|的|导演|之后|朱辉|到处|向人|炫耀。 

15 赶在|闭馆|之前|到达|必须|避开|下班|高峰|时段。 

16 伤害|流浪汉|的|小狗|之后|小女孩|很|害怕|被|处罚。 

17 看到|弟弟|被|欺负了|哥哥|马上|挺身而出。 

18 面对|确凿|的|证据|那个|女人|坚称|没有|坑害|朋友|的|亲戚。 

19 捧着|一本|干干净净|的|书|自己|的|心情|也|立即|变得|舒服了。 

20 收不到|住户|的|房租|那位|房东|生气地|切断了|供电。 

21 害羞|的|少女|很|不|习惯|被|别人|注视。 

22 那对|夫妻|被|隔壁|邻居|举报|虐待|老人。 

23 年迈|的|老保姆|在|买菜|的|路上|被|一辆|汽车|撞到了。 

24 老旧|的|棚户区|即将|被|政府|拆除。 
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